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“Whoever performs a good deed, will have tenfold for it and more.”
[QURAN 6:160]
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brand
inspiration

Our brand name, Tenfold, serves as a shorthand for Allah’s promise to
reward sincere effort ten-fold.

Our brand is made up of three key

• “Your Lord is Most Merciful. Whoever intends to perform a good deed and

aspects; our brand name, mantra

does not do it, it will be written for him as a good deed. If he performs it,

and logo, reflecting the core values

it will be written for him as ten deeds, to seven hundred, to multifold.”

of our charity.

(Sahih Al-Bukhari & Muslim)
• “Whoever performs a good deed, will have tenfold for it and more.”
(Quran 6:160)
• Every deed of the son of Adam is multiplied from ten to seven hundred
times. (Sahih Muslim)
This promise is a key driver in developing and delivering all of our charitable
projects.
Tenfold focuses exclusively on Sadaqah Jaariyah (continuous charity)
projects; on-going acts of charity that benefit our end users and supporters
who are eager for the ten-fold reward the Almighty promises.
Our brand mantra—A Guaranteed Promise—points to our commitment to
exemplify Taqwa (god-consciousness) in everything that we do. We strive
every day to make god-consciousness the driving principle behind our
projects in pursuit of Allah’s promise.
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B R A N D I N S P I R AT I O N

The Tenfold logo is a visual representation of Allah’s promise of ten-fold
reward.

Ten equal and symmetrical shapes, representing the faithful in Sujood
(prayerful prostration), come together and direct their energy towards
a Qibla (central direction) with a shared goal and vision. Tenfold is our
endeavour to achieve this unity of vision, purpose and promise.
Our brand is about embodying Taqwa in all that we do, striving with you in
fulfilment of Allah’s promise.
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about us
Tenfold was founded by two likeminded

individuals

worked

on

Da’wah

who

have

(outreach)

projects and identified a gap.

We learned that many Islamic
organisations struggle with the
same set of problems;
a scarcity of financial, human and strategic
resources that hamper our ability to deliver
cutting edge projects and make full use of our
opportunity to deliver the message of Islam
worldwide.

burden of developing and maintaining Da’wah
resources by employing innovative models
take

advantage of economies of scale. We want
to come together as a global community to
build impactful, high quality Sadaqah Jaariyah
projects to support Da’wah efforts worldwide.

ABOUT US

through

e-commerce

channels, we aim to empower the global
Da’wah community with the ready-made
resources that can be used to spread the
message of Islam.
We aim to make available printed materials,
online multimedia content, smartphone app

around the simple goal of teaching the basics

Islamic Da’wah. We want to take on the
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them

effective modular mosque designs, all based

Our aim is to become a global resource for

technology-based solutions to

distributing

solutions, Hajj (pilgrimage) programs and cost-

This is where Tenfold comes in.

and

By producing core Islamic materials and

of Islam.
With extensive experience in the world of
Da’wah, Tenfold is poised to become a global
Da’wah hub, serving the Ummah in a united
vision of spreading the message of Islam.

why we exist
Tenfold

exists

for

one

simple

reason: to teach Islam & offer an
affordable yet effective Sadaqah
Jaariyah entry point.
It really is that simple.

Islam was sent for everybody. Our method and
delivery of the message needs to reflect this.
Drawing on our collective experience, research and consultation with
leaders, we have identified that the most effective way to achieve this is
to return to the basics. We focus on the core principles of Islam, such as
the five pillars, and on further empowering those already doing great work,
enhancing their impacts and helping them propel the noble message.

we exist to

multiply good Tenfold.

WHY WE EXIST
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our mission
Our mission is to implement a
continuous charity program based

Those who donate to this Sadaqah Jaariyah project
funding Tenfold,

on 360 Degrees of Generosity.
Our unique model—360 Degrees
of Generosity—is based around the
principle that every stakeholder
involved in the production and
distribution of our projects and
products is a beneficiary.

as well as those who work hard to produce and
distribute Tenfold resources, are rewarded for their
effort in spreading Islam.

Those who receive the Da’wah materials produced
by Tenfold benefit directly from their newly-acquired
Islamic faith and knowledge.
All involved in this virtuous circle receive a ten-fold
reward for their effort.
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OUR MISSION

our vision

to empower a global community to
deliver the message of Islam in the
most highly produced, inspiring and
effective manner possible.

leveraging our
‘light’ charity
model

Key aspects of this model include:
• Courses and materials available online to
reduce printing and distribution costs;
• Creating and maintaining a digital hub to

One of the key challenges that

support Da’wah organisations, reducing

Da’wah organisations face are

overhead costs;

complex,

rigid

structures

and

organisational
processes

that

prevent the delivery of effective
Da’wah

solutions.

developed
operating

a

light

model

unnecessary

Tenfold

has

charitable

that

overheads

reduces
while

delivering innovative solutions for

• Professionally designed products
designed to reduce packaging/
distribution costs;
• Automation of distribution process
making use of fulfilment centres and
partner organisations, reducing handling
costs;

• Reciprocal benefit partnerships:
purchasing directly off partners already
supporting Tenfold wherever possible,
such as that practiced with the My Hajj
Project;
• Cost-effective purpose-driven mosque
designs built by specialist partners to
minimise costs;
• Established partnerships with Muslim
manufacturing companies who provide
in-kind support, reducing production
costs;

Da’wah projects.

At Tenfold, we approach all of our projects with our light charity model front of
mind. We never settle for the conventional. We are always researching ways to make
workflows more efficient, productive and cost-effective.
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LEVERAGING OUR ‘LIGHT’ CHARITY MODEL

return on
donation
(ROD)

Donations

At Tenfold, we are all about pushing

a

Jaariyah (continuous charity) projects mean

rewarding and worthy act in their own right.

that your Return on Donation (ROD) will

Human generosity helps alleviate suffering,

be manifold. Imagine the reward from the

feed families and provide essential resources

My Prayer package you sponsored inspires

to

critical

and teaches a Muslim to begin and perfect

projects. Donations can and do fulfil another

their prayer. This person then teaches their

very important function. This function is

children who also teach their children and

We want to change how people

often overlooked and just as rewarding.

so on. Imagine a Hajj pilgrim you sponsor

think about charitable donations,

Donations are, very literally, a spiritual

the boundaries of possibility.

from one of the acts of generosity
to a continuous, impactful act of
giving.

to

wonderful

charitable

causes

organisations

and

are

investment for a donor. Donations cleanse the
donor of impiety, ward off the harmful effects
of improper action, strengthen relationships

inspired their family to improve their own
practise of Islam, or convert to Islam entirely,
creating a new set of believers!
Imagine now if your ROD was from more than

and social bonds, and come with Allah’s
promise of reward. They represent hope
in the ten-fold returns that Allah almighty

Witness the effect of your sponsorship
compound! All from a single donation!

promises to those who give for His sake.
one Sadaqah Jaariyah project? Imagine your

Much like the Return On
Investment (ROI) of a lucrative
business deal, ROD are the
returns promised by Allah to
those who generously give for
His sake.

ROD from a lifelong continuous charitable
commitment rather than a single act; no
longer a single investment with tenfold
returns, but manifold investments each with
manifold returns.
The best act of charity, the Prophet s taught
us, is that which is regular, even if small. Small,
regular donations are also the most sensible,
sustainable way to guarantee Return on
Donation.

Our exclusive commitment to Sadaqah

R E T U R N O N D O N AT I O N
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my prayer project
Salah (prayer) is the second pillar of Islam and a daily
practice for Muslims. Teaching young Muslims and new
converts how to pray in a simple, effective way has
presented a problem for decades.

The Muslim community has struggled
to find a simple and renewable resource
for teaching prayer.
The list of tried and failed solutions is long; CDs, DVDs,
pamphlets, booklets, lectures. All these attempts have
had significant limitations and failed at providing a
simple, effective learning resource for teaching prayer.

Until now. Until Tenfold.
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M Y P R AY E R P R O J E C T

Our My Prayer project is
set to revolutionise the
way prayer is taught and
learnt around the word.
My Prayer is a Sadaqah Jaariyah
project, part of our 360 Degrees
of Generosity model that extends
Allah’s promise to all involved;
donors, project workers and the
end user. Those who donate
financially to the My Prayer project,
as well as those who manage and
distribute the My Prayer package
are rewarded ten-fold for their
effort in spreading Islam, God
willing.

Central to the My Prayer project is a unique, innovative guided prayer
mat. This uniquely designed product provides step-by-step instructions
for those learning how to pray. With the aid of the My Prayer Mat, new
Muslims can learn how to pray simply and easily, dramatically reducing the
time it takes to learn this basic and essential act. Donors of the My Prayer
project sponsor one or more packs for distribution to organisations of their
choice.
Everybody learns differently. Tenfold produces supplementary resources to
compliment the My Prayer guided mat in order to help Muslims perfect
the practise of Islam’s second pillar—Salah. These resources include; an
interactive online course consisting of six modules that guide the viewer
through every step of the prayer, from Wudhu (ablution) through to postprayer Duas (supplication), and online easy to follow tutorials reiterating
the essentials of prayer using a different learning format.

Our My Prayer project is a truly innovative resource, designed
to give the user complete control over their own learning
experience, allowing them to learn the essential act of prayer at
their own pace. It is the perfect Sadaqah Jaariyah project, funding
the learning of millions for many, many years to come.
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my hajj project
Hajj (pilgrimage) is the fifth and final pillar of Islam. It is a once in a
lifetime journey for a Muslim to visit the Haram (sanctuary) in Makkah
and complete the rituals of the Hajj. For many deserving people, Hajj is an
opportunity just out of reach, a dream that remains unfulfilled. Our My Hajj
project is a unique, exciting program designed to help select deserving
people fulfil their Hajj dream.

The project works by harnessing the power of a
community of believers to sponsor a pilgrim to
complete their Hajj.
My Hajj is a Sadaqah Jaariyah project, part of our 360 Degrees of Generosity
model that extends Allah’s promise to donors and to beneficiaries of
the project. Donors have the opportunity to help fulfil the dream of a
pious and standout member of their community, benefiting from the tenfold reward Allah promises for enabling a person to complete their Hajj.
Pilgrims receive an all-expenses paid sponsored package to attend and
complete the Hajj.
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M Y H A JJ P ROJ EC T

Here’s how it works
Step 1. Individuals are
nominated by their
communities to go onto a
shortlist of potential pilgrims;

Step 2. The shortlist is
assessed by Tenfold with those
found to be best suited will be
sent on an all-expenses paid
trip to complete their Hajj;

Selected pilgrims feel valued by their communities, have
the opportunity to fulfil a core pillar of their faith, and
can return to their communities purified, invigorated
and grateful to the donors who sponsored their Hajj
experience.

We feel that our My Hajj project will
be absolutely life changing for these
pilgrims.
To enhance this once in a lifetime opportunity, Tenfold
is in the process of producing a comprehensive course
guiding potential pilgrims through their journey from
beginning to end, including a virtual reality platform to
virtually guide the pilgrim through the Hajj journey.

Step 3. A support program
is put into place to ensure
participants get the most out
of their Hajj and feel supported
the whole way through.
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my masjid project
Masjids (mosques) are an important part of any Muslim community.
Everyone hopes to be able to build a masjid in this Dunya (this life) in
order to earn a beautiful home in the Aakhira (after life). This goal has
never been so achievable as it is now with our My Masjid project.

The idea behind our My Masjid project is simple yet
powerful: identify a need for a Masjid and build one.
Each My Masjid built by Tenfold is a Sadaqah Jaariyah project; an ongoing
act of charity that will profoundly impact established and emerging
Muslim communities as places for prayer and Islamic education. Part of
our 360 Degrees of Generosity model, My Masjid extends the Allah’s
promise of reward ten-fold for all those who enable a Muslim community
to thrive and grow by sponsoring the construction of a mosque.
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M Y M A S J I D P ROJ EC T

My Masjid implements low-cost (US$10k
- $30k) solutions to create facilities
for communities that need a place to
worship, to gather and to educate.
The project is targeted at communities with no
permanent Masjid facilities in predominantly convert
communities, and/or communities who may not have
the resources to create their own Masjid facilities. Our
focus for My Masjid projects include areas in Central
and South America, Central and West African, and South
East Asian countries like Cambodia and Vietnam.
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my guest project
Our My Guest project is the most ambitious of all our Sadaqah Jaariyah
projects. My Guest aims to directly reach 1.68 million people per year with
the beautiful message of Islam.

Tenfold is thrilled to have discussed a partnership
project with the Department of Islamic Development
Malaysia (JAKIM).
The My Guest project gives Tenfold the opportunity to develop and
distribute Da’wah materials to mosques around Kuala Lumpur targeting the
many tourists who visit the many beautiful and historic mosques of the
city. We have planned a number of exciting programs, including:
• Gift Da’wah packs, with information about Islam tailored according to
the tourist’s country of origin;
• Consistent Da’wah stands, equipped with quality resources introducing
tourists to Islam;
• ‘Welcome to Islam’ packs with essential resources for those who
convert;
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M Y G U E S T P ROJ EC T

We are working on replicating our
Malaysian program to suit other tourismdense countries including Indonesia,
Turkey, United Arab Emirates and
Singapore.
We call this 360 Degrees of Da’wah. We are working on
replicating our Malaysian program to suit other tourismdense countries including Indonesia, Turkey, United Arab
Emirates and Singapore.
The Prophet s said: “Verily, God loves if any of you does
a job, he does it with perfection”. At Tenfold, we stay true
to this principle by completing the circle, partnering
with Islamic organisations worldwide to ensure that
anyone who is curious about Islam can access additional
resources and assistance right in their home countries.
We call this 360 Degrees of Da’wah.
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the global
impact
The Tenfold geographical reach

The many geographical
achievements attained
by the Project include
the following:

and impact is perhaps its most
impressive feat. From a humble
beginning in a local Sydney house,
our Project has now has a truly
global impact.

130,000
products

Production of more
than 130,000 products,
increasing monthly;

Millions of
views online

Online viewing by millions
of people, with regular
monthly growth.
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T H E G LO B A L I M PA C T

17 languages

Translation of our products
into 17 different languages,
significantly broadening its
reach and benefit;

35 countries

Distribution across 35
countries all around the
world, spanning a large
breadth of the globe;

Our products are used and loved by individuals, schools, prisons, Islamic

Not only has the Project spanned geographical
locations, it has also touched the lives of a
geographically and organisationally diverse group.

and charity organisations, as well as governments, truly demonstrating
their universal applicability, user value and ongoing benefit.

Denmark
530

France

7,000

42,000

11,200

United States
96,000

Mexico
490

Netherlands

2,200

670

820

Serbia/Croatia/Bosnia

United Kingdom

Canada

43,000

1,800

715

620

123,000

Ireland

470

520

Spain

235

265

Portugal

125

190

Italy
58

840

Greece

33

32

11

Turkey
Saudi Arabia
UAE

60

Venezuala

15

3

240

Nigeria

Columbia
200

Morocco

14

Tunisia
19

23

405

Brazil
Chile
45

1,300

Oman

1

17

Yemen

87

Lebanon

21

21

Egypt

360

3,900

250

Jordan
75

82

35

38

850

360

1,100

Japan

88

45

1,640

Malaysia
4,050

2,480

Phillipines

5

28

32

Sri Lanka
5

2

56

Australia
19,510

11

46

24,200

South Africa
1,109

700

New Zealand
500

Legend

Online Beneficiaries

Direct Beneficiaries

852,848

Indirect Beneficiaries

7,176,000

0

Direct Beneficiaries: 130,000
Indirect Beneficiaries: 280,642
TOTAL: 410,642

The beneficiary figures displayed are substantially lower than the actual beneficiaries for our projects. This is a direct result from our light re-production and re-distribution
model which empowers organisations with the approval to re-produce and distribute our products on a monthly basis. The statistics are as of 30/06/2018
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partnerships with tenfold
At Tenfold, we are all about amplifying the good achieved by the Da’wah
community. We have been blessed to work with many wonderful
organisations on projects worldwide and connect with important
influencers.

By combining our efforts and expertise, Tenfold and
our partners are able to take advantage of resource
synergies. These synergies amplify the good that we
do and contribute to the effectiveness of our projects
and partnerships.
We’ve partnered with charities, schools, businesses and television
networks to produce our products, promote them to new audiences and
help distribution by using our partners’ established channels.
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PA R T N E R S H I P S W I T H T E N F O L D

Below we feature some of the organisations we
work with to distribute Tenfold products and services.
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A Guaranteed Promise.
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